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8/5/65 

Memorandum 65-54 

SUbJect: Study No. 62(t) - Vehicle Code Section 17150 and Related Statutes 

Acc~ns this memoI'l!oIldulll (on yellow paper) are two copies ot a 

tentative recommeDdation des1gned to carry out the Commission's decisions 

on the above topic. The extra copy is provided so that you may IIIBrk your 

suggested revisions upon it and return it to the staff at the next meetins. 

The tentative recOllllllendation is substantially the same as the one sub-

mUted to you tor the July meeting. '!here have been some revisions, however, 

to harmonize the contribution provisions with the changes lIIBd.e in the 

contribution provisions of the statute on personal. injury daI!lages. 

'!here ill no provillion in Section 17801 equivalent to that 1n Seetion 

184(b)(dealins Vith Code ot Civil Procedure Section 417). SUch a provision 

appears unnecessar,r here, since personal. jurisdiction can be secured over 

both rellidents and non-residents on causell ot action arillins out or veb1 cnJJlr 

accidentll UDder Vehicle Code Sectionll 17450-17463. 

Section 15 has been added to avoid all\Y' constitutional. problems that 

misht be involved in retroact1ve application ot the statute. 

Re.ctf'ully lIubm1tted, 

Joseph B. Harvey 
Assistant Executive Secretar,r 
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TENTATIVE RECOOMENDATION 

of the 

CALIFORNIA LAW REVISION COMMISSION 

relating to 

IMPUTED NEGLIGENCE UNDER VEHICLE CODE SECTION 17150 AND RgI',ATED S1:CT.ICIIlS 

Vehicle Code Section 17150 provides that the owner of a vehicle Who 

permits it to be operated by another is liable for any injury caused by the 

negligence of the operator. Moreover, the negligence of the operator is 

imputed to the owner for all purposes of civil damages, thus barring the 

owner from recovering damages from a negligent third party if the driver was 
(-
',- also negligent. 

c 

The provision of Vehicle Code Section 17150 that tmputes the contributory 

negligence of a driver to the owner of the vehicle did not operate as a 

complete bar to an owner's recovery of damages when injured by the concurring 

negligence of his operator and a third party prior to the amendment of Vehicle 
1 

Code Section 17158 (the guest statute) in 1961. Prior to that time this 

provision merely prohibited the owner from recovering tram the negligent 

third party. It did not affect his remedy against the driver, Thus, in 

effect, it forced an owner who was injured by the concurring negligence of his 

!section 17158 provides: 
17158. No person riding in or occupying a vehicle owned by him 

and driven by another person with his permission and no person who as 
a guest accepts a ride in any vehicle upon a highway without giving 
compensation for such ride, nor any other person, has any right of 
action for civil damages against the driver of the vehicle or againllt 
any other person legally liable for the conduct of the driver on 
account of personal injury to or the death of the guest during the 
rid.e, unless the plaintiff in any such action establishes that the injury 
or death proximately resulted from the intoxication or wilful misconduct 
of the driver. 
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driver and a third party to obtain his relief in damages from his driver alon~. 

At a time when contribution between tortfeasors was unknown to the law, the 

choice thus forced upon an owner of a vehicle was not an unreasonable one. 

After all, he selected the driver, therefore he should bear the risk of that 

driver's negligence and ability to respond in damages rather than imposing 

the risk of the driver's negligence upon some third party. The amendment of 

the guest statute in 1961 deprived the owner of his option to recover from 

his driver damages for personal injuries caused while the owner was riding 

as a guest in his own car. The policy underlying the guest statute--to 

prevent collusive suits--is undoubtedly as applicable to owners riding as 

guests as it is to others riding as guests; but the amendment deprived the 

innocent owner of his only remedy for personal injuries caused by the concurring 

negligence of his driver and a third party. 

Within recent years California has abandoned the traditional c~ law 

view that there is no contribution between tortfeasors. The contribution 

principle seems to be a fairer one than to require one tortfeasor to bear the 

entire loss that his actions but partially caused. The principle of contribu-

tion provides a means for providing the owner with relief, preventing collusi"C' 

suits between owners and operators, and relieving both the negligent third 

party and the driver from the entire burden of liability. 

Accordingly, the Corrmission recommends the repeal of the provisions of the 

Vehicle Code that permit a third party tort~Qa~ ~J e~&ve ~1~b111~ ~o ~-

'~~~~an~ ~~01 be~~Use of the contributory negligence of the owner's driver. 

Instead, the third party tortfeasor should have the right to join the operator 

as a party to the litigation, and if both are found guilty of misconduct 

contributing to the injury, the third party should have a right to contribution 

from the operator in accordance with the existing statute providing for 

contribution between tortfeasors. See CODE CIV. PROC. §§ 875-880. 
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c 
Because an operator should be required to contribute not only when he 

'~ negligent but also when he is guilty of more serious misconduct, the 

-:ecoomended statute does not limit his duty to make contribution to those 

situations where he is found guilty of negligence. He is required to make 

~uch contribution when guilty of any negligent or wrongful act or omission 

cn the operation of the vehicle. The third party tortfeasor, however, as 

~der the existing contribution statute, is prohibited from obtaining con-

1..'1 .... ution if he intentionally caused the injury or damage. 

The question of the extent to which an owner should be barred from the 

recovery of damages by reason of the conduct of another who operates his 

vehicle with his permission also raises the question of the extent to which 

the owner should be liable for the acts or omissions of his operator. 

C: I"!ode Section 17150 now provides that the owner is liable for the "negligence" 

v. ',he operator. In Section 17158, the term "wilful misc::mduct" is used to 

~escribe the kind of conduct for which an operator is liable to his guest. 

~~e term does not appear in Section 17150. Nonetheless, the courts have held 

that there is no liability on the part of an owner for "wilful misconduct" 

of his 'operator under Section 17150. Weber v. Pinyan, 9 Cal.2d 226 (1937). 

They have apparently treated the terms "negligence" and "wilful misconduct" as 

~utually exclusive terms. Yet, recent cases decided under the guest statute 

reveal that these terms are not mutually exclusive. In fact, recent inter-

pretations of the term "wilful misconduct" in the guest statute reveal that 

~J.:most any negligence involves wilful misconduct. For example, in Reuther v. 
, 

:',. "::, ,62- A.C. 1j86 (1965), the fonowinG conduct was held to be "ldlful 

-nisconduct": The Heuthers and the Vialls were neighbors and friends. The 

c:: Jiall automobile was being used after a joint outing to return the Reuther's 

-3-
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.by sitter t:> her home. Two small children of the Reuthers were in the 

1.r as well as the defendant's small daughter. The heat element of the cigc': 

.ighter fell to the floor of the automobile, and Mrs. Viall, the driver, teo. 

her eyes off the road for a brief time and bent down to pick up the lighter. 

~e car crossed the center line and collided with another automobile. 

Of course, Mrs. Viall's action "as misconduct--she should not have 

taken her eyes off the road. And, of course, her misconduct was wilful. But 

~t seems difficult, if not impossible, to believe that she contemplated th&' 

~:ny injury would ever occur to an:-c:le as a result of her action. After all, 

both she and her small daughter ,rere in the car and she was a clooe friend 

of all of the other occupants of the car. But if this is wilful misconduct, 

~st all negligence is wilful misconduct. Negligence almost invariably 

involves the wilful doing of some act when a reasonable person should be 

a.ule to foresee that some harm Ni11 result therefrcm. A person may wilfully 

'-rive too fast, roll through a stop Sign, look away from the road, etc. Sue:: 

"llisconduct is usually wilful and, under the Reuther case, may subject a 

'.river to liability to a guest. Such en interpretation of the guest statute 

. '.ay be proper and consistent ui.th its purpose--to avoid collusive suits. 

: 'ut to apply this rationale to Section 17150 (as the courts have done in thc 

Kl.st) and deny an owner's vicarious liability in such circumstances would 

rirtually nullify the section. Accordingly, the Commission recommends the 

levision of the vicarious liability provisions of Vehicle Code Section 17150 

;~pose liability upon an ONDer for the negligent or wrongful act or omission 

,~ the operator of the vehicle. 

Other statutes in this area of the Vehicle Code reflect the same polici' 

'UV~ in Vehicle Code Section 17150. The Commission rec~s the revision 

of these sections, too, so that a consistent policY might be followed in all 

"'-- such situations. 

The Commission's recommendations would be effectuated by enactment of 

'~he following measure: 
-4-
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An act to amend Sections 17150, 17151, 17152, 17153, 17154, 17155. 17156, 

17159, 17707, 17708, 17709, 17710, and 17714 of, and to add Chapter 

3 (commencing with Section 17800) to Division 9 of, the Vehicle Code, 

relating to liability arising out of the operation of vehicles. 

SECTION 1. Section 17150 of the Vehicle Code is amended to read: 

17150. Every owner of a motor vehicle is liable and responsible 

for ~he death of or injury to person or property resulting from 

RegiigeRee a negligent or wrongful act or omission in the operation 

of the motor vehicle, in the business of the owner or otherwise, by 

any person using or operating the same with the permission, express 

or implied, of the owner ;--aae-tae-Regl,igeaee-of-81l.ea-lIepsaR-ehall-lla 

_1l.ten.-t.. tae -oWRel.'-fe,,--all-1I1U11oae s-of -eiv;i.l-eamages 

Comment. The substitution of "a negligent or wrongful act or omissi~" 

for "negligence" broadens the vicarious liability of owners of motor vehicles. 

'llhe word "negligence" has been construed narrowly to exclude the "willful 

m;i.sconduct" for which a driver is liable to a guest under Vehicle Code ,. 

Section 17158. Weber v. Pinyan, 9 Cal.2d 226, 70 P.2d 183 (1937). yet 

cases involving Section 17158 have construed "willful misconduct" broadly 

to include conduct virtually indistinguishable from negligence. See,~, 

Reuther v. Viall, 62 Cal.2d ____ , 42 Cal. Rptr. 456, 398 P.2d 792 (1965). To 

treat the terms in Sections 17150 and 17158 as mutually exclusive disregards 

the diverse purposes underlying the two sections. Section 17158 is designed 

to prevent collusive suits. Section 17150 is designed to protect innocent 

third persons against the improper use of automobiles by financially 

irresponsible persons. To shield himself from the consequences of the liability 

-5-
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imposed the owner must either make sure that his driver is financially 

responsible or .9btain insurance against his own potential liability. The 

exclusion of "willful misconduct" from Section 17150 tends to defeat the 

purpose for which the section was enacted. Therefore, the more comprehensive 

term, now found in Vehicle Code Section 17001, has been substituted for the 

narrowly construed term previously used in the section. 

The last clause of Section 17150 has been deleted because it, together 

\rith Section 17158, prevents an innocent vehicle owner from recovering any 

damages when he is injured by the concurring negligence of his driver and a 

third party. The policy underlying the clause and the policy underlying 

Section 17158 can both be served without denying recovery to the owner if the 

principle of contribution is utilized to allocate the liability between the 

third party and the driver. Accordingly, the last clause has been repealed, 

and Sections 17800-17803 have been added to permit the use of the 

contribution principle in cases where the owner is injured by the concurring 

negligence of a third party and his driver. 
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SEC. 2. Section 17151 of the V~h~cle COde is amended to read: 

17151. The liability of an owner, bailee of an owner, or personal 

representative of a decedent fe~-~~Htea-Beg±AgeB€e imposed by this chapter 

and not ariSing through the relationship of principal and agent or master 

and servant is limited to the amount of ten thousand dollars ($10,000) for 

the death of or injury to one person in anyone accident and, subject to 

the limit as to one person, is limited to the amount of twenty thoUSand 

dollars ($20,000) for the death of or injury to more than one person in any 

one accident and is limited to the amount of five thousand dollars ($5,000) 

for damage to property of others in any one accident. 

C=ent. This CJ:[endment merely conf::>rms the section t::> Section 17150 as 

8lllended. 
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SEC 3. Section 17152 of the Vehicle Code is amended to read: 

l7l52. In any action against an owner, bailee of any owner, or 

persor~l representative of a decedent on account of ~~*ee-RegligeRee-as 

liability imposed by Sections 17150, l7l54, or 17159 the operator of the 

vehicle whose Beg~igeBee negligent or wrongful act or omission is imputed 

to the owner, bailee of an owner, or personal representative of a decedent 

shall be made a party defendant if personal service of process can be had 

upon the operator within this state. Upon recovery of judgment, recourse 

shall first be had against the property of the operator so served. 

C=ent. ~his llILenCInent merely c::>nforms the section to Sectbn 17150 as 

amended. 

c 
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SEC. 4. Section 17153 of the Vehicle Code is amended to read: 

17153. If there is recovery under this chapter against an owner, bailee 

of an owner, or personal representative of a decedent easea-eR-~*ea 

Reg!4ge .. €e, the owner, bailee of an mmer, or pc~·sollill r<opresentative of' 0. 

decedent is subrogated to all the l"ights of the perc on in.jured or ·"hose property 

hac ceen injured !led t:D.y recover from tl::c operator the total amount Gf any 

judgment and eosts recovered againct the owner, cailee of an cwccr or personal 

representative of a decedent. 

C~mment. This amendttent nercly c~nf~rca the scctien to Section 17150 as 

aIlIe!lded. 
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SEC. 5. Section 17154 of the Vehicle Code is ~nded to read: 

17154. If the bailee of an owner with the permission, express or 

implied, of the mmer permits another to operate the motor vehicle of 

the owner, then the bailee and the driver shall both be deemed operators 

of the vehicle of the owner within the meaning of Sections 17152 and 

17153. 

Every bailee of a motor vehicle is liable and responsible for ~e 

death ef or injury to person or property resulting from Begl~geRee ~ 

negligent or wrongful act or omission in the operation of the motor vehicle, 

in the business of the bailee or otherwise, by any person using or CJ1l9raUng 

,the same with the permission, express or implied of the bailee l-&E~-~Re 

c 

Comment. ~his U!ll<::ndment to Sec'<;iCln 17154 is in substance the 5a.\11'3 as the -----.. 
amendment to SectiCln 17150. See the C"nwcnt to Section 17150. 

c 
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SEC. 6. Section 17155 of the Vehicle Code is amended to read: 

17155. Where two or more persons are injured or killed in one 

accident, the owner, bailee of an owner, or personal representative of a 

decedent rray settle and pay any bona fide claims for damages arising out of 

personal injuries or death, whether reduced to judgment or not, and the pay

ments shall diminish to the extent thereof such person's total liability on 

account of the accident. Payments aggregating the full sum of twenty 

thousand dollars ($20,000) shall extinguish all liability of the owner, 

bailee of an m.ner, or personal representative of a decedent for death or 

personal injury arising out of the accident which exists ey-reasea-ef 

~a~ea-Begiigeaee, pursuant to this chapter, and did not arise through the 

Begiigeaee negligent or wrongful act or omission of the owner, bailee of an 

owner, or personal representative of a decedent nor through the relationship 

of principal and agent or master and servant. 

Cc=,"nt. This !1l!:endment merely conforms the sccticn to Section 17150 as 

amended. 
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SEC. 7. Section 17156 of the Vehicle Code is amended to read: 

17156. If a motor vehicle is sold under a contract of conditional 

sale whereby the title to such motor vehicle remains in the vendor, such 

vendor or his assignee shall not be deemed an owner "ithin the provisions 

of this ehepter ... :lA*4o;e:-ot,,-.~ .. '!,.. .... gl;ige .. ee, but the vendee or his 

assi~"'~~ ..naIl be deemed the owner notwithstanding the terms of such 

contract, unt!l the vendor or his assignee retake possession of the motor 

vehicle. A chattel mortgagee of a motor vehicle out of possession is not 

an owner;;itn:!.!l tr.e provisions of this chapter Fe!aU!lg-te-~tea-BegUgeBee .. 

C~ent. This amendment liercly ccnforms the section to Section 17150 as 

~nded. 
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SEC. 8. Section 17159 of the Vehicle Code is amended to read: 

17159. Every person who is a personal representative of a decedent who 

has control or possession of a motor vehicle subject to administration for 

the purpose of administration of an estate is, during the period of such 

administration, or ur,til the vehicle has been distributed under order of the 

court or he bas complied with the requirements of subdivision (a) or (b) of 

Section 5602, liable and responsible for tee death e~ or injury to person 

or property resulting from Regl~~eBee a negligent or wrongful act or omission 

in the operation of the motor vehicle by any person using or operating the 

~ame with the permission, express or implied, of the personal representative ~ 

Comment. This amendment to Soction 17159 is in substance the same as the 

amendment to Section 17150. S8C the Comment to Section 17150. 
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SEC. 9. Section 17707 of the Vehicle Code is amended to read: 

17707. Any civil liability of a minor arising out of his driving a 

motor vehicle upon a higmray during his minority is hereby imposed upon 

the person who signed and verified the application of the minor for a license 

and the person shall be jointly and severally liable with the minor for any 

damages proximately resulting from the Begl~geBee-eF-w~~dl-easeeBa~e~ 

negligent or wrongful act or omission of the minor in driving a motor vehicle, 

except that an employer signing the application shall be subject to the 

provisions of this section only if an unrestricted driver's license has been 

issued to the minor pursuant to the employer's written authorization. 

Comment. This amendment to Section 17707 merely substitutes the term 

that bas been used in Vehicle Code Section 17001 and in Sections 17150-17159 

for that which now appears in Section 17707. The substitution has been made 

in order to make clear that the same meaning is intended. No substantive 

change is made by the revisi~n. 

-14-
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SEC. lO. Section 17708 of the Vehicle Code is amended to read: 

17708. Any civil liability Reg!~geBee-9F-w~~~~-Eiee9saHe* of a minor, 

whether licensed or not under this code, arising out of his ~B driving a 

motor vehicle upon a highway with the express or implied permission of the 

parents or the person or guardian having custody of the minor ska~~~Be 

~$eQ-*e. is hereby imposed upon the parents, person, or guardian, feF-a~~ 

~H~eses-e~-e~vil-aaeagee and the parents, person, or guardian shall be 

jointly and severally liable with the minor for any damages proximately 

resulting from the 8eg!~geBee-eF-w!~~-m!seeaQHe* negligent or wrongful act 

or.~sion of the minor in driving a motor vehicle. 
. . ;. - , 

Comment. The same reasons '1hich justify the deletion of the provisions 

for imputed contributory negligence from Section 17150 justify the removal 

of the similar provisions from Section 17708. The language of the section 

has been revised to conform to that used in Section 17707. 
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SEC. 11. Section 17709 of the Vehicle Code is amended to read: 

17709. No person, or group of persons collectively to whom BegligeBee 

8;t>-wU,l:.,.'1;l.-El;!.8e .. l3.dH€>!; a !!linor r s necli;(er.t cr .,rcu,cct'ul act or omission is 

imputed shall incur liability under Sections 17707 and 17708 in any amount 

exceeding ten thousand dollars ($10,000) for injuxy to or death of one 

person as a result of any one accident or, subject to the limit as to one 

person, exceeding twenty thousand dollars ($20,OOO) for injury to or death 

of all persons as a result of any one accident or exceeding five thousand 

dollars ($5,OOO) for damage to property of others as a result of any one 

accident. 

C::m:n:ent. This amendment merel:>' cOnforn:s t..'1e sccti::n to> Sections 17707 and 

17708 as amended. 
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SEC. 12. Section 17710 of the Vehicle Code is awended to read: 

17710. Regl~geRee-eF-w~~-m!seeaa~et The negligent or wro~ a~~ 

or omission of a minor sr~l1 not te ~~uted to thG ncrson signing ~ the - - -
~~or'D n~plication for a license ~teu the minor is acting as the agent or 

servant of any person. 

C~nt. This amendrr£ut merely c~nforreB the section to Section 17707 as 

amended. 

c 
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SEC. 13. Section 17714 of the Vehicle Code is amended to read: 

17714. In the event, in one or more actions, judgment 1s rendered 

against a defendant under this chapter based upon the negligent or wrongful 

act or omission of a minor in the Reg!~geB~ operation of a vehicle ey-a 

&;;i,H8l:', and also by reason of such act or omission BegUgeHee rendered 

against such defendant under Article 2 (commencing with Section 17150) of 

Chapter 1 of Division 9, then such judgment or judgments shall be cumulative 

but recovery shall be limited to the amount specified in Section 17709. 

Comment. This amendment lIlCrely confOrl!13 the secticD_ to S~ctions 17707 and 

17708 a£ amended. 

c 
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SEC. 14. Chapter 3 (c~mmencing with Section 17800) is added 

to Division 9 of the Vehicle Code, to read: 

CHAPTER 3. OPERATOR'S LIABILITY FOR CONTRIBUTION TO JOINT TORTFEASOR 

17800. If a money judgment is rendered against one or more 

defendants in a tort action for death or injury to person or property 

arising out of the operation of a motor vehicle, the operator, whether 

or not liable to the plaintiff, shall be deemed to be a joint tort-

feasor judgment debtor and liable to make contribution in accordance 

with Title 11 (commencing with Section 875) of Part 2 of the Code of 

Civil Procedure where: 

(a) The plaintiff is a person liable for the negligent or 

wrongful act or omission of the operator under Section 17150, 17154, 17159, 

17707, or 17708; and 

(b) The negligent or wrongful act or omission of the operator in 

the operation of the motor vehicle is adjudged to have been a 

proximate cause of the death or injury. 

Comment. Sections 17800-17803 permit a defendant who is held liable 

to an owner of a vehicle, or to some other person who is made statut'M'1l.y 

liable for th& conduct of the vehicle's operator, to obtain contribution 

fram the operator if he can establish that the injury ~las caused by the 

operator's concurring negligence or wrongdoing. 

Urlbil ~?61,. Sec"biQn 17150 forced the injured vehicle owner to seek 

relief solely from the operator. In 1961. Section 17158 deprived him of that 

remedy and left him with no remedy for his tortiously inflicted injuries. 

A fairer ,vay to protect against fraudulent claims ~ile still providing 

the innocent owner with a remedy for his injuries is to require contribution 

bet,.een the joint tortfeasors. These sections provide a means for d::>ing so. 

-19-



c Section 17800 establishes the right of the third party torttea4or to 

obtain contribution. Section 17800 applies only if the defendant is held 

to be liable in the plaintiff's action. Thus, no issue of contribution can 

arise if the defendant is not liable. In those instances where the contributory 

negligence or contributory wrongdoing of the operator is still imputed to the 

plaintiff--as in master-servant situations--the defendAnt is not liable to 

the pIa-inti!'.L U4 .... ,. h .... l" .... • .. o, : .... 0 II!U-::II:"T:i on of oOlltr1bution can arise. Thus, 

Section 17800 can apply only where the relationship of master-servant did 

not exist between the plaintiff and the operator insofar as the operator's 

acts were concerned. 

Under Section 17800, if the defendant is held liable, he is entitled 

to contribution from the operator in the event that the operator's negligence 
- ~ .. 

"'-or misconduct is adjud«ed to have been a proximate cause of the injury 

involved in the ·case, ~ obtain an adjudication that is personally binding on 

the operator, the def~ndant must proceed against the operator by cross-

complaint and see that he is properly served. See Section 17801 and the Comment 

thereto. Usually the fault of the defendant and the fault of the operator 

will be determined at the same time and by the same judgment. But if the 

defendantrs cr~3B-act1on against the operator is severed from the plaintiff's 

action and tried separately, the showing required by Section 17800 for an 

adjudication that the operator is a joint tortfeasor oonsists merely of the 

judgment against the defendant and the fault of the operator. Section 17800 

does not permit a contest of the merits of the judgment against the defendant 

in the trial of the cross-action. 

After the defendant has obtained a judgment establishing that the operator 

is a joint tortfeasor, his right to contribution is governed by Sections 87?

C 880 of the Code of Civil Proced~ relating to contributio~ among joint 

tortfeasors. Thus, for example, the right of contribution may be enforced 

only after the tortfeasor has discharged the judgment or has paid more 
-20-
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than his pro rata share. The pro rata share is determined by dividing 

the amount of the judgment among the total number of tortfeasorst but where 

more than one person is liable solely for the tort of one of thfilt .lI.B in 

master-servant situations--they contribute one pro rata share. Oonsideration 

received for a release given to one joint tortfeasor reduces the amount the 

remaining tortfeasors have to contrilbute. And the enforcement procedure. 

specified in Code of Civil Procedure SectiCl: 878 is applicable. 

Under Section 17800 the defendant is entitled to contribution from the 

operator even though the operator might not be independently liable to the 

plaintiff. For example, if the operator has a good defense based on 

Vehicle Code Section 17158 as against the owner, he may still be held liable 

for contribution under Section 17800. The policy underlying Vehicle CoA~ 

Section 17158 is to prevent collusive suits between the owner and the 

operator by which an insurance company can be defrauded. The reasons justi:f'<"

ing Section 17158 are inapplicable when the operator's negligence is sougC~ 

to be established by a third party who would be liable for all of the 

damage if the operator's concurring negligence or misconduct were not 

established. The third party and the operator are true adversaries and 

there is little possibility of collusion between them. 
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17801. (a) A defendant's right to contribution fram the 

operator of a motor vehicle under Section 17800 must be claimed, 

if at all, by cross-complaint in the action brought by the plaintiff. 

If trial of the cross-action together with the plaintiff's action 

would unduly delay the trial of the plaintiff's action, the court 

shall order the cross-action severed from the plaintiff's action. 

(b) Each party to the cross-action has a right to a jury trial 

on the question whether the negligent or wrongful act or omission of 

the operator was a proximate cause of the plaintiff's injury. 

(c) Failure of the defendant to claim contribution under this 

chapter does not impair any right to contribution that may otherwise 

exist. 

Comment. Sect:i9n 17801 prescribes the procedure through ",hich the 

right to COnyJ"U:lut:1on created by Section 17800 may be asserted. ,- -. 

Subdiv~s~on (a) requires that the right to contribution under Section 

17aOo:be c,laimed by cross-complaint. In the usual case, this will require the 

issues presented by the principal action and the cr~ss-action to be tried 

together. The California courts previously have permitted the cross-complaint, 

to be used to join a stranger to pending litigation for the purpose of 

securing contribution fram the stranger. City of Sacramento v. Superior 

Court, 205 Cal. App.2d 398, 23 Cal. Rptr. 43 (1962). Subdivision (a) 

requires the use of the cross-complaint so that all of the issues may be 

settled at the same time if it is possible to do so. If for some reason a 

joint trial would unduly delay the plaintiff's action--as, for example, if 

service could not be made on the operator in time to permit a joint tria'_ 

the court is required by subdivision (a) to sever the actions so that the 
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plaintiff's action may proceed to trial in the nonnal course of events. In 

addition, the court has the discretion to order a severance if it determines 

to do so in the interest of justice. CODE CIV. PROC. § 1048; Roylance v. 

Doelger, 57 Cal.2d 255, 261-262, 19 Cal. Rptr. 7, 368 P.2d 535 (1962). 

If the operator were a codefendant in the principal action, he would be 

entitled to a jury trial on the issue of his fault. Subdivision (b) preserves 

his right to a jury trial on the issue of his fault where he is brought into 

the action by cross-complaint for contribution. After an adjudication that 

the operator is a joint tortfeasor with the defendant, neither joint 

tortfeasor is entitled to a jury trial on the issue of contribution. Judgment 

for contribution is made upon motion after entry of the judgment determining 

that the parties are joint tortfeasors and after payment by one tortfeasor 

or more than his pro rata share of that judgment. CODE CIV. PROC. §§ 875(c), 

878. The c:mrt is required to administer the right to contribution "in 

accordance with the principles of equity." CODE CIV. PROC. § 875(b). As 

the issues presented by a motion for a contribution judgment are equitable 

iasues, there is no right to a jury trial on those issues. 

Subdivision (c) is included to make it clear that a person named as a 

defendant does not forfeit his right to contribution under C~de of Civil 

Procedure Sections 875-880 by failing to cross-complain under this chapter 

if he and the operator are named as codefendants and held jointly liable 

in the principal action. 
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17802. There is n~ right tQ cQntributiQn under SectiQn 17800 in favQr 

Qf ruoy persQn who intentiQnQlly injured the pers~n kill~d Qr injured or 

intent.iQnally d,,~pgcd the p=perty that wc.s damaged. 

Comment. Section 17802 may not be necessary. Code of CivU Procedure 

Section 875(a) provides: "There shall be no right of contribution in 

favor of any tortfeasor who has intentional..ly injured the injured ~rson." 

Section 17802, however, is included to make clear that this substantive 

provision in the joint tortfeasor's law applies to the right of contribution 

under this chapter. Moreover, Section 17802 applies to intentionally 

caused property damage, whereas Code of Civil Procedure Section 875(d) 

appears to apply only to intentional..ly caused personal injuries. 
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17803. Subdivision (b) o~ Section 877 of the Code o~ Civil Procedure 

is inapplicable to the right o~ contribution provided by this chapter. 

Comment. Section 877(b) of the Code of Civil Procedure provides that 

a release, dismissal or covenant not to sue or not to enforce a judgment 

discharges the tort~easor to whom it is given from all liability for any 

contribution to any other tort~easors. The policy underlying this pro-

vision of the Code of Civil Procedure is to permit a defendant to finally 

settle with a plaintiff with the assurance that another defendant may not 

still hold him liable. Without such a provision in the joint tortfeasor's 

law, settlements could be made with a plaintiff only if all potential 

defendants agreed. Here, however, the close relationship of the parties 

involved would encourage plaintiffs to release operators ~ram liability 

merely for the purpose of exacting full compensation from the third party 

tort~easor. Frequently, the operator will be represented by the plaintiff's 

insurance company as an additional insured. To permit such releases to 

discharge an operator's duty to contribute under this chapter would frustrate 

the purpose underlying this law. Hence, the provisions of Code of Civil 

Procedure Section 877(b) are made inapplicable to contribution sought 

under this chapter. 
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SEC. 15. This act does not confer or impair any right or 

defense arising out of any death or injury to person or property 

occurring prior to the effective date of this act. 

Connnent. This act creates new liabilities and abolishes old defenses. 

In order to avoid malting any change in rights that may have become vested 

under the prior law, the act is made inapplicable to the rights and defenses 

arising out Of events occurring prior to the effective date of the ect. 
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